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the San francisco Symphony is the first uS orchestra 
with its own in-house label, SfS media™, offering a 
distinctive series of recordings and dVds. under the 
leadership of music director michael tilson thomas,        
the orchestra has recorded a GrAmmY®-winning, critically 
acclaimed cycle of the symphonies of Gustav mahler.  
our groundbreaking Keeping Score series, available
on dVd and Blu-ray, features mtt and the orchestra 
exploring great works and the people behind them, 
and is designed to make classical music accessible to those 
of all ages and musical backgrounds. Also on dVd is  
A Celebration of Leonard Bernstein: Carnegie Hall Opening 
Night 2008, the San francisco Symphony’s gala Bernstein 
concert, broadcast originally on PBS’s Great Performances.

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS
MUSIC DIRECTOR



“it’s not unheard of for this orchestra and conductor to sound so 
good together; anyone who’s been going to davies Symphony 
hall with any frequency in recent years has heard comparable 
performances. But to hear the dramatic sweep and sonic depth 
of the performance caught so resplendently on disc—that’s 
another story. thomas’ dedication to live recordings has never 
seemed so thoroughly justified.”

– San Francisco Chronicle

MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 1

Mahler: Symphony No. 1  SFS-0002  Hybrid SACD



Mahler: Symphony No. 2  SFS-0006  Hybrid SACD

“At times demoniacally dramatic, [mtt] … yields a forceful, 
stunning interpretation (sumptuous brass) with sepulchral 
undertones (strings from beyond the grave). the vocal 
parts are almost supernatural.… it is a decidedly classy 
performance.”

– Le Monde 

SOLOISTS

Isabel Bayrakdarian 
Lorraine Hunt Lieberson
with

the San francisco Symphony Chorus

MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 2



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 3
& KINDERTOTENLIEDER

“it’s time to recognize that the San francisco Symphony 
has taken its place among the great mahler orchestras.... 
michael tilson thomas is emerging as a mahler conductor 
of genius in this symphony cycle.”

 – Fanfare

2003 Grammy® award
Best ClassiCal alBum

SOLOIST

Michelle DeYoung 
with

Women of the San francisco Symphony Chorus,
Pacific Boychoir & San francisco Girls Chorus

Mahler: Symphony No. 3  SFS-0003  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 4

“michael tilson thomas’s traversal of the symphonies of 
mahler, recorded live with the San francisco Symphony, 
is proving one of the most rewarding cycles of recent 
years.... here, too, there is a tangible sense of rediscovery, 
of hearing a familiar work refreshed with new insight.”

– London Telegraph

Mahler: Symphony No. 4  SFS-0004  Hybrid SACD

SOLOIST

Laura Claycomb



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 5

“An exhilarating conclusion to a knowingly realized 
performance. the playing throughout is stupendous—the 
horn solos in these live performances are exceptionally 
assured—and firms up my growing conviction that the 
San francisco Symphony, under tilson thomas, is the best 
symphony orchestra in the uSA.”

– Fanfare 

Mahler: Symphony No. 5  SFS-0012  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 6

“Whatever disorienting thoughts passed through the heads 
of these players and their conductor in the concerts of 
12-15 September 2001—and a finale in which two 
cataclysmic hammer-blows strike within minutes could not 
have been an easy movement to face—they kept their heads 
and came up with one of the most awe-inspiringly controlled 
interpretations this work can ever have received.  
tilson thomas’s command is total.”

–BBC Music Magazine

2002 Grammy® award
Best OrChestral PerfOrmanCe 

Mahler: Symphony No. 6  SFS-0001  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 7

“facing the most daunting challenge in their mahler cycle, 
michael tilson thomas and the San francisco Symphony 
have scored their greatest success. the new recording 
of the Seventh Symphony … is a magnificent powerhouse, 
the finest installment in the project since the memorable 
first Symphony.” 

– San Francisco Chronicle

2006 Grammy® awards
Best ClassiCal alBum
Best OrChestral PerfOrmanCe

Mahler: Symphony No. 7  SFS-0009  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 8
& ADAgIO fROM SYMPHONY NO. 10

“A decade-long project to record all of mahler’s symphonies 
comes to a glorious conclusion by music director 
michael tilson thomas on the San francisco Symphony’s 
in-house label. ”

 – Chicago Daily Herald

with

the San francisco Symphony Chorus,
Pacific Boychoir & San francisco Girls Chorus

Erin Wall
Elza van den Heever
Laura Claycomb
Katarina Karnéus

Yvonne Naef
Anthony Dean Griffey
Quinn Kelsey
James Morris

SOLOISTS

Mahler: Symphony No. 8  SFS-0021  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 9

“this is a most beautiful ninth with playing of tremendous 
warmth and poise. tilson thomas confirms his credentials 
as a major mahlerian, closing the cycle of completed 
symphonies with a reading of wonderful lightness 
and radiance. the recording, made in the SfS’s own hall, 
beautifully captures the ensemble’s personality, and, 
once again, the live experience only adds to the intensity 
of the music-making.” 

 – Gramophone

Mahler: Symphony No. 9  SFS-0007  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
DAS KLAgENDE LIED

“the recording of the early oratorio Das klagende Lied
that michael tilson thomas and the orchestra made 
in 1997 for rCA Victor has been remastered and reissued, 
and it sounds even more vibrant and dramatically charged 
than it did a decade ago. the orchestral effects that 
the 20-year-old composer would later put to more 
persuasive use— all those marches and trumpet fanfares 
and spatial tricks—come through beautifully.”

 – San Francisco Chronicle

Marina Shaguch
Michelle De Young

Thomas Moser
Sergei Leiferkus

SOLOISTS

Mahler: Das klagende Lied  SFS-0017  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
DAS LIED VON DER ERDE

“during their mahler Cycle, mtt has developed his 
orchestra into a delicate and highly nuanced ensemble, 
the tonal colors supporting the texts and the many layers 
of the score. engineer and Producer Andreas neubronner 
has done a masterful job, whether in Stereo or even more 
impressively in Surround Sound delivering an unbelievably 
clear, nuanced and precise sound.”

 – Klassik.com

SOLOISTS

Stuart Skelton 
Thomas Hampson

Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde SFS-0019  Hybrid SACD



MAHLER
SONgS WITH ORCHESTRA

“Graham lent her full, lustrous tone, regal bearing, and keen 
sensitivity to these uniquely beautiful songs.”

(performance of rückert Lieder)

 – San Francisco Classical Voice

“hampson’s singing was as robust and mellifluous as ever, 
and he projected all the bite and tenderness of mahler’s 
melodies flawlessly.”

(performance of Des Knaben Wunderhorn) 

– San Francisco Chronicle

CoMING AuTuMN 2010

Mahler: Orchestral Songs SFS-0036  Hybrid SACD

SOLOISTS

Susan Graham 
Thomas Hampson



mtt on muSiC

MTT on Music SFS-0008  DVD

the first program in the groundbreaking television series 
Keeping Score: MTT on Music delves into the notes
and symbols that make up tchaikovsky’s fourth Symphony, 
and unlocks the drama, pathos, elation, and despair within. 
mtt takes you behind the scenes to experience the preparation 
behind every performance—the solitary practice sessions, 
the group rehearsals, the efforts of each musician to grasp 
the composer’s ultimate message—”this is how life is.”

dVd includes the full concert performance of tchaikovsky 
Symphony no. 4.



B E E T H o V E N
S T R A V I N S K Y
C o P L A N D

Beethoven’s Eroica  SFS-0013  DVD
Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring  SFS-0014  DVD
Copland and the American Sound  SFS-0015  DVD

SeASon 1

“hands down, the best classical-music programs of their kind 
to be aired nationally in the u.S. since Leonard Bernstein’s 
Young People’s Concerts … [michael tilson thomas] is 
the finest American conductor of his generation, and the only 
one who learned the lessons of Leonard Bernstein, using them 
to turn the San francisco Symphony into the most adventurous, 
audience-friendly orchestra in America.”

 – The Wall Street Journal

each dVd features the documentary program plus a full-length 
concert performance.



B E R L I o Z
I V E S
S H o S T A K o V I C H

SeASon 2

Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique SFS-0022 DVD SFS-0023 Blu-ray
Ives: Holidays Symphony  SFS-0024 DVD  SFS-0025 Blu-ray
Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5  SFS-0026 DVD  SFS-0027 Blu-ray

the second season of Keeping Score presents three more 
composers—Berlioz, ives, and Shostakovich—and their most 
engaging music. michael tilson thomas, with the San francisco 
Symphony, takes viewers on a journey revealing classical 
music’s universal connections to the human spirit. 

each disc features the documentary program plus 
a full-length concert performance. Available on dVd or in 
high definition on Blu-ray.



T C H A I K o V S K Y
B E E T H o V E N
S T R A V I N S K Y

C o P L A N D / I V E S 
B E R L I o Z
S H o S T A K o V I C H

ComPAnion ConCert reCordinGS

Audio Cd companion recordings from Keeping Score,
the San francisco Symphony’s international project to make 
classical music more accessible and meaningful to people of 
all ages and musical backgrounds, and a key component of its 
almost century-long commitment to music education.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4  SFS-0030  CD
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3  SFS-0031 CD
Stravinsky: Rite of Spring/Firebird Selections SFS-0032 CD
Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique  SFS-0033  CD
Ives: Holidays Symphony/Copland: Appalachian Spring  SFS-0034 CD
Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5  SFS-0035 CD



“… a joyous tribute …”                                       – Associated Press
A co-production of thirteen/Wnet and Carnegie hall in association with

the San francisco Symphony

SOLOISTS

Christine Ebersole
Thomas Hampson

Yo-Yo Ma
Dawn upshaw

the first event in the Bernstein: The Best of All Possible Worlds 
festival of fall 2008, this gala performance was taped live at 
Carnegie hall on September 24, 2008, and features the songs 
and music of Leonard Bernstein including selections from 
West Side Story, On The Town, Songfest, Mass, and others.

Bonus: interviews by mtt with artists Yo-Yo ma,
thomas hampson and dawn upshaw.

A Celebration of Leonard Bernstein SFS-0020  DVD

CArneGie hALL oPeninG niGht 2008

A CELEBRATION OF

LEONARD BERNSTEIN



SfS media products are available at 
sfsymphony.org/store, the Symphony 
Store in davies Symphony hall, and at 
fine record stores everywhere.

distributed in the uS by harmonia mundi, 
uSA; in Canada by Sri Canada, in the 
uK by Proper note, and internationally 
through Avie.

CONTACT: sfsmedia@sfsymphony.org

the Keeping Score Web site,
keepingscore.org, is designed to give 
people of all musical backgrounds 
an opportunity to explore signature 
works in depth, and at their own pace. 
Keepingscore.org offers an interactive 
area for each composer, with context 
to illuminate the musical worlds 
presented by the television episodes. 
the associated audio and video explores 

scores and techniques as well as the composers’ personal 
stories. the site also includes a historical timeline that takes 
users into the individual composers’ political, social, and cultural 
milieus. Available as well are downloadable lesson plans created 
by teachers experienced in the Keeping Score education program.

sfsymphony.org
keepingscore.org

Join the conversation! Visit the San francisco Symphony on 
Facebook, Twitter @sfsymphony, view videos at youtube.com/
sfsymphony,or join our social network at community.sfsymphony.org.



davies Symphony hall   San francisco, CA 94102
www.sfsymphony.org   +1-415-864-6000


